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EVENTS UPDATE
Pictured: FitSteps participant Joe Sanchez and his furry friend, Brownie.

WHY IS EXERCISE IMPORTANT
DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC?
Regular exercise is essential
for everyone under normal
circumstances. However, here
are a few reasons why exercise
is especially crucial during the
COVID-19 pandemic:
• Exercise boosts the immune
system: Research shows
that regular, moderateintensity exercise has
immune-boosting benefits
that may help your body
fight off infections, including
COVID-19.
• Exercise may prevent weight
gain: It can help you burn
extra calories caused by
dietary changes and offset

the effects of sedentary
activities.
• Exercise reduces stress
and anxiety: It is a proven
mood-booster and can help
reduce stress levels and build
emotional resilience.
• Exercise improves sleep:
There is evidence that
suggests regular exercise
improves your sleep quality
and can help you fall asleep
faster. Getting a good night’s
sleep has also been found to
boost your immune system.
Exercise may be especially
beneficial for older adults and
Continued pg. 4 >

With much consideration
and heavy hearts, we have
made the difficult decision to
postpone both the Legends
Dinner and Legends for Life
Golf Tournament events
until 2021 in light of the
coronavirus pandemic.

MAY 4 TH, 2021

MAY 10 TH, 2021

For this year, to help us
stay on par with our vital
work and budgetary needs
Cancer Foundation for Life
and FitSteps for Life will
be hosting a ‘virtual’ golf
tournament – Legends
for Life: On Par 2020. For
more information, visit
fitstepsforlife.org
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UPDATE FROM OUR EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

NEW PROGRAM PROMOTES MONTHLY GIVING

In a time of so much uncertainty – when we’ve had to change our
normal operating environment to keep our patients, team members,
and communities safe – our FitSteps family has been so supportive and
understanding. It matters. You see, we care for people. It is at the core of
all that we do. While we continue to adapt and navigate what that looks
like together, your support and kindness has helped tremendously.
As a ‘mission of motion’, the reality of the world these days has made it
a bit of a challenge. But, we know that our work can’t stop and balancing
the health and safety of our staff with the needs and safety of our
patients and community remains our top priority.
Though our centers remain closed due to COVID-19, our leadership team continues to explore
different ways to fulfill our mission while still providing outstanding care. Our amazing clinical
team has also been working hard to provide a virtual program that is true to our mission and
our values. The overwhelming response of participation and appreciation is beyond encouraging
and reassuring. If you haven't taken advantage of our virtual resources I invite you to visit our
website to see all the different options available. I promise there is something for everyone!
I’d like to end by saying thank you. Thank you for your past support, for today’s support and for
tomorrow’s support. Thank you for spreading the word about our mission, for advocating on our
behalf, and keeping us in your thoughts and prayers. For simply being good and caring people.
It’s heartwarming to know that our organization is loved and treasured by so many.
Stay healthy, stay active, stay kind, and we look forward to brighter days together,
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• All participants in the
FitSteps program receive
personalized medical
exercise and related care at
no charge.
• FitSteps receives no
financing from private
insurance, Medicare, or other
standard health-related
funding entities.
• Therefore, caring donors –
like you – are the “Heart +
Sole” of our organization!

FRESH 15

The Fresh 15 is unlike any
other race with 100% of the
race revenue being donated to
local nonprofit organizations.
We are honored and grateful
to have been chosen as
a charity partner for this
year’s race. We can’t thank
Brookshire's Grocery Company
enough for their generosity

Did you know?

and commitment to creating
a healthier and happier
community as well as hosting
such an incredible event. Race
day has most certainly made
for such wonderful memories
for our team members and
patients.

“I never thought I would be
able to finish a 5k, much less
cross the finish line 5 days
after receiving my last chemo
treatment. While, I can’t say it
was easy, I can say it was one
of the best feelings of my life.”
– FitSteps Participant

We want to send a very special
thank you to everyone who
showed up on race day to
represent Team FitSteps and
to BGC for investing in our
mission.
Mark your
calendars
and join
us for the
eighth
annual
Fresh 15
race on
March 6,
2021!

“Small monthly gifts quickly
add up to make a big impact
for FitSteps and those
we serve,” noted Leanah
Stubblefield, director of
development. “By joining
‘Heart + Sole’ – at the monthly
amount of your choice – you
can make a difference in our
patients’ lives, as together
we bring hope and healing to
those facing serious illness.”

“The ‘heart’ remembers our
founder, medical oncologist
Dr. Gary Kimmel, who had the
vision to see a tremendous
new dimension in cancer
care and the heart to make
that vision a reality. The
‘sole,’ of course, recognizes
the incredible value of basic
walking and other movement
in restoring and enhancing
lives.”

She added that many loyal
FitSteps donors already have
been providing monthly gifts
over the past years. Their
enthusiasm helped inspire the
organization to promote such
giving and to further recognize
its monthly donors. Individuals
may sign up for “Heart + Sole”
at any time, and charitable
gifts are tax deductible to the
full extent of the law.

Whether you are a patient,
family member, care provider
or other friend of FitSteps,
please consider being part
of our trailblazing mission
through “Heart + Sole.” It’s
easy to join today by visiting:
www.cancerfoundationforlife.
org/giving/heart-solemonthly-giving

“The name ‘Heart + Sole’
reflects two important aspects
of FitSteps,” said Jennifer
Selman, executive director.

Remembering: The late Dr.
Gary Kimmel will always be the
heart and sole of the FitSteps
program. That’s why his own
heart rhythm is included in our
newsletter logo.

Thank you to everyone who supported the launch of our new Heart + Sole monthly giving
program. This includes each new member listed below as well as those who made a one-time
gift. Your generosity and kindness are incredibly encouraging and inspiring.
We would like to extend a very warm welcome to the following difference makers for your
monthly commitment to support FitSteps for Life. You truly are the Heart + Sole of our
organization!
Dick Berkhouse

Risa and Bill Hebb

Sue Purvis

Carol Canada

Frances Kane

Louis Schneider

Allison Doherty

Jennifer and Neal Katz

Jennifer Selman

Beth and Glenn Filla

Sue Kiely

Donna Graham

Julie Mettlen

Thank you

HEART + SOLE
SUPPORTERS
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WHY IS EXERCISE IMPORTANT DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC?
people with chronic health
conditions, such as cancer,
diabetes, arthritis, or heart
disease. Regular exercise
can help to improve balance,
flexibility, strength, mobility,
and cardiovascular health. Plus,
it can boost energy and overall
quality of life and well-being.
How can I stay physically active
despite COVID-19 closures?

cycling, jogging, and hiking
can help you get some
much-needed fresh air while
staying safely away from
others. Don’t have time for a
full-length outdoor exercise
session? Consider breaking
your workout up into several
10-minute sessions. You’ll be
surprised at how quickly a few
brisk walks around the block
can add up to a full workout.

There are many ways you
can be active, even when the
FitSteps centers and other
fitness facilities are closed
and you are practicing social
distancing. Adults should aim
for at least 150 minutes of
moderate-intensity physical
activity, or at least 75 minutes
of vigorous-intensity physical
activity, per week.
Here are a few suggestions to
help you get/keep moving:
• Exercise with family: Exercise
is an excellent opportunity for
family fun. Walks, bike rides,
dance parties, or living-room
yoga sessions are just a few
examples of how you and
your household members can
exercise together.
• Get outdoors: Walking,

Exercise Videos

• Follow along with online
exercise videos: On our
Facebook page, we post
daily exercise videos led by
a FitSteps exercise specialist.
These videos can be easily
completed at home using
exercise tools or even
common household items.
They can also be found on our
website or YouTube channel.

FitSteps Focus
Handouts

Heart + Sole
Monthly Giving

FitSteps

Heart + Sole

The LifeLine
Newsletter

a commitment to help

password: fitsteps
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www.facebook.com/FitSteps.for.Life

(cont.)

• Take a virtual class: If
you're missing the live faceto-face component of the
FitSteps for Life program
you can now gather virtually!
FitSteps exercise specialists
are leading daily LIVE zoom
workouts. There are three
different classes offered each
week day.
• Challenge yourself: Set an
exercise goal — such as
walking five days per week or
attending three FitSteps zoom
classes — and make a plan to
work toward achieving it.
• Tackle calorie-burning chores:
Chores such as mowing the
lawn, working in the garden,
washing the car, or cleaning
out the garage provide
excellent opportunities to
build muscles and burn
calories. In addition to the
sense of accomplishment you
will feel after your workout,
completing a household task
will yield even more feel-good
benefits.

The bottom line: Regular
physical activity can help
you optimize your mental
and physical health and wellbeing during the coronavirus
pandemic.

LIVE Zoom
Classes

Donate

Live ZOOM

EXERCISE CLASSES

Meeting ID: 8656229614
Password: 361676

www.instagram.com/FitStepsforLife

www.youtube.com/channel/UCCZ4
hFmoTfqoE9ov60WkQDQ/videos

